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II. GOVERNING EQUATION AND METHODOLOGY

Abstract— Temperature inside buildings depend on several
factors such as type of wall material, shape and type of roof,
position of mirror, etc. Structure or shape of building is also an
important factor.
In this paper, we considered average temperature within
three different structures of the buildings. We are considering
buildings with the same height, base, perimeter and interior area
of the building. However, the shape on the top are different.
To determine the lowest interior temperature, steady stage
2-D heat conduction equation in rectangular coordinate system
was used in the assumption of homogeneous material, no
convection nor radiation, and the buildings are in the same area
and environment.
The lowest interior temperature were interested. It was found
that building type 3 is the highest temperature of the interior area
of the building, following by building 1 and building 2,
respectively. The temperature distribution in the building with
more area on the top allow heat to pass more than the ones with
less area.

The heat conduction in two dimensional rectangular
coordinate system at steady stage or Laplace’s equation was
computed under the assumption of close area without
convection or radiation. It can be expressed as:
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A. Finite difference method
Finite difference method is the simplest numerical method for
approximating the differential equation.
For equally divided grid, there are 3 types of Finite
difference method. [2]
1. Forward difference
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2. Backward difference
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I. INTRODUCTION
The differential equation is one of the most important tool
that we can apply to solve many different fields of problems
such as engineering and science, etc. Using the Finite
differential method is easy and simple. It saves time to solve and
helps us to solve the problem that can find the exact solution.
Nantapol et.al [1] have used Finite differential method to find an
estimated solution and an error of parabolic equation which is
one of the differential equations. Sirikul et.al simulated heat
transfer in the model houses with the difference roof geometry
[3], type of wall material [4], shape of the building [5] and glass
wall arrangement patterns [6] .etc.
The objective of this paper is to study the temperature inside
the three different shape buildings with different area on the top
by using finite difference method, central difference, and the
buildings are made from the same material and have the same
area, height and the external temperature.
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3. Central difference
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These are explicit schemes. In this problem, the central
difference provide an appropriate approximation rather than
forward difference and backward difference in the case of
equally divided grid.
Area on plane xy were divided to small-square by x and

y are constant. Shown as grid space system in figure below.
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The governing equation was estimated the derivatives by
using Talor series expansion as follows:
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system of linear equations.
Step 4 Solve a linear equation system by using the matrix
form. In this paper, we use Mathematica to solve the system.
Step 5 Find the average temperature of the symmetry axis of
the building and compare to the other differential shape of the
building.
B. Problems and Solutions
Problem 1: Assume that external temperature is 25 Degree
Celsius at the ground and 33 Degree Celsius in the air which
shown in the Figure 1. Find 71 node of unknown interior
temperature

After substitution of equation (5) and (6) in Laplace’s
equation, eq. (1), we obtained
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Pattern form of Laplace’s equation when using the second
order central difference will be represent as follows
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Fig. 1: Structure of building type 1

(7)

Find the temperature at (1,1)
From equation (1), substitute known value.

Write it in the matrix form , then we solved the linear
equation system by Mathematica.

T0,1  33 c, T1,0  25 c, T1,2  33 c
we obtained

T0,1  4T1,1  T2,1  T1,0  T1,2  0

III. PROBLEM SPECIFICATION

33  4T1,1  T2,1  25  33  0

A. Procedures
Step 1 Plot a building shape on a graph, then divide into small
shape of rectangles.

4T1,1  T2,1  91
Find the temperature at (2, 1)
From equation (1), substitute known value.

Step 2 Determines the ordered pair (i, j) for each node.

T1,1  4T2,1  T3,1  T2,0  T2,2  0

Step 3 Consider every interior node. Start with node (1, 1),
Substitute known value into the pattern equation. We will have a
https://doi.org/10.17758/URUAE5.UL0819106

T1,1  4T2,1  T3,1  25  T2,2  0
33

(8)
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T1,1  4T2,1  T2,2  T3,1  25

Find the temperature at (2, 1)
From equation (1), substitute known value.

(9)

Find the temperature at (2, 2)

T1,1  4T2,1  T3,1  T2,0  T2,2  0

From equation (1), T1,2  33 c

T1,1  4T2,1  T3,1  25  T2,2  0

substitute known value. we will get

T1,2  4T2,2  T3,2  T2,1  T2,3  0

T1,1  4T2,1  T2,2  T3,1  25

33  4T2,2  T3,2  T2,1  T2,3  0

Find the temperature at (2,2)
From equation (1), substitute known value.

T2,1  4T2,2  T2,3  T3,2  33

T1,2  4T2,2  T3,2  T2,1  T2,3  0

(10)

33  4T2,2  T3,2  T2,1  T2,3  0

Do the same procedure until the last unknown node. After
that write those equations in the matrix form

 4 1 0
 1 4 1

 0 1 4


 0 0 0

(12)

Ax  B

T2,1  4T2,2  T2,3  T3,2  33

(13)
Do the same procedure until the last unknown node. After

0   T1,1   91
 
0   T2,1   25
0  T2,2    33
   
   
4   T9,1   91

that write those equations in the matrix form Ax  B
Problem 3: Assume that external temperature is 25 Degree
Celsius at the ground and 33 Degree Celsius in the air which
shown in the Figure 3. Find 71 node of unknown interior
temperature.
Find the temperature at (1, 1)
From equation (1), substitute known value.

Problem 2: Assume that external temperature is 25 Degree
Celsius at the ground and 33 Degree Celsius in the air which
shown in the Figure 2. Find 71 node of unknown interior
temperature

T0,1  33 c, T1,0  25 c, T1,2  25 c
T0,1  4T1,1  T2,1  T1,0  T1,2  0

we obtained

33  4T1,1  T2,1  25  25  0
4T1,1  T2,1  83

(14)

Find the temperature at (2, 1)
From equation (1), substitute known value.

T2,0  25 c

we will get

T1,1  4T2,1  T3,1  T2,0  T2,2  0

33 c

T1,1  4T2,1  T3,1  25  T2,2  0
T1,1  4T2,1  T2,2  T3,1  25

(15)
Do the same procedure until the last unknown node. After
that write those equations in the matrix form

25 c

Fig. 2: Structure of building type 2

Find the temperature at (1,1)
From equation (1), substitute known value.

T1,0  25 c, T1,2  33 c

T0,1  33 c,

we obtained

T0,1  4T1,1  T2,1  T1,0  T1,2  0
33  4T1,1  T2,1  25  33  0
4T1,1  T2,1  91

https://doi.org/10.17758/URUAE5.UL0819106
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Problem 3:

 T1,1   30.0004 
T  

 2,1   29.0015 
T3,1    28.0057 
  

  

T9,1   30.0004 
 
After that the average temperature along the symmetry axis of
the buildings are computed and compared to the other
differential shape of the building.
We found that the average temperature at the symmetry axis
building type 1 is equal to 31.9584 Degree Celsius, building
type 2 is equal to 31.9500 Degree Celsius and building type 3 is
equal to 32.1066 Degree Celsius. So building type 3 has the
highest average temperature then building type 1 and building
type 2 is the lowest which shown in Figure 4.

33 c

25 c

Fig. 3: Structure of building type 3

IV. RESULT
Solve the linear systems by using “Mathematica”. The result
of each problem are shown as follow:
Problem 1:

Fig. 4: Temperature at the symmetry axis building 1, building 2 and
building 3

 T1,1   29.8060 
T  

 2,1   28.2238
T2,2    30.6455 
  

  

 T9,1   29.8060 
 

V. CONCLUSION
Computing of temperature at each point of the buildings and
average of temperature at symmetry axis were done. The results
showed difference, especially type 3 which has most area on the
top. It was found that building type 3 is the highest temperature,
following by building 1 and building 3, respectively. The
temperature distribution in the building with more area on the
top can more heat pass than less area.

Problem 2:

 T1,1   29.7962 
T  

 2,1   28.1847 
T2,2    30.5480 
  

  

 T9,1   29.7962 
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